TRAVEL-DIARY
the bend into the Yangtze is terribly swift. People are
frequently drowned here. We wondered how we should
get across, and regarded with deep misgivings the crazy
old sampan in which a boy of twelve and a one-eyed crone
were offering to ferry us over. But there was no time to
waste. The old lady worked us upstream like a rock-
climber, grappling her way from one moored sampan to
the next with her boat-hook; then out we shot, obliquely,
into the middle of the river. As we approached the fur-
ther bank, with the speed of a motor-car, a serious crash
seemed almost inevitable, but the little boy broke the
shock with a glancing stab of his bamboo pole, and, a
moment later, we were scrambling up the steep mud bank
below the Arsenal wall. One of the bombs had blown a
derelict boiler clean over this wall and dropped it into the
water, all but sinking a small cargo-steamer. Naked coo-
lies, up to their waists in the current, were already work-
ing to shift it.
There was a crowd outside the Arsenal gates amidst the
havoc of plaster, tiles, and splintered bamboo which, an
hour before, had been a row of cottages. A flourish of
passes and cards got us past the police guards into the
grounds of the Arsenal itself. The authorities were cer-
tainly doing their job efficiently: the wounded had long
since been removed, and the fire brigade had things well
under control; only one small building was still actually
in flames. Judging from the size of the bomb-craters the
Japanese had wasted a big sum of money.
Over by the other gate lay five civilian victims on
stretchers, waiting for their coffins to arrive. They were
terribly mutilated and very dirty, for the force of the ex-
plosion had tattooed their flesh with gravel and sand.
Beside one corpse was a brand-new, undamaged straw
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